
Assessment feedback – Allenton Big Local Plan April 2022   

 

I had the pleasure of speaking to Edith, Haydn and Heather before meeting with Mairi, Mark, 

Nikita and Rebecca (alongside Edith and Haydn). 

 

It was lovely to speak to people so passionate about Allenton and the people who live there. 

I was particularly impressed by your legacy - Your emphasis on communication and 

relationship building in your final year is your route to continuing influence. You also want to 

spread their wings into three surrounding areas, each of which has a community hub, in 

order to make future work more sustainable. Your legacy is basically increased skills and 

capacity amongst young people and families, building a solid foundation for the future of 

your community – a real life illustration of this is one young person supported via one of your 

projects and now in employment coming back to serve as a partnership member. Another 

example is a book being published by your Project Lockdown project, with young people 

sharing their survival techniques with other young people. The St Martin’s community hub 

described itself as ‘punching above its weight in terms of influence and access to local 

funding and it sees its partnership with ABL as key to this. 

 

You are an experienced and capable partnership and are well able, with excellent support 

from Bill, to manage a future that feels right to you all. I mentioned that I have some 

recommendations for you – the first of these I am suggesting to Local Trust should be a 

condition of your grant but that could be fulfilled during the first six months of your plan: 

 

• A refreshed MoU (Bill explained that you did have one in your early days) with the LTO to 

include the Closing Out list – this is just so that everyone knows where they are and who is 

responsible for what. 

 

I also have some thoughts that I’d like to share with you on how you might best build on your 

really solid foundation, these are my recommendations alone and are not required by Local 

Trust. Please do with them what you will! 

 

• To be systematic in the way you collect evidence of outcome and impact from your delivery 

partners, asking them to share with you on a regular basis, beneficiary survey results, case 

studies etc 

• That the Rep considers, with the LTO and you as a partnership, how the grant is profiled 

for partners as they approach the end of the programme, so that partners used to receiving 

support do not experience a ‘cliff edge’ when funding is complete e.g. by tapering the 

funding, offering more upfront and less in the last 3-6 months. 

• That you refresh your Constitution and Code of Conduct to check they are still fit for 

purpose, just in case. 

 

I will also take forward your queries as to how Local Trust intends to handle the close down 

of the programme and the opportunity for you to use your learning and good practice to 

benefit your peers and to perhaps draw down funding for this to support the sustainability of 

your work moving forward. Bill will report back on these points. 

 

I’d like to wish you luck with your plan and I would love to come and visit you in the future. 


